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• Super Kamiokande (H2O) 

• KamLAND (CH)  
 
 
 
 
            

nepe +→+ +ν

)1.15(: 12 MeVXCNC xx γνν ++→+

)16(: 12 �����MeVEXCNC Xxx >++→+ γνν

~ 300 ev.  
~ 60 ev.  
~ 60 ev.

νe + p→ e+ + n
),(: 16

τµ νννγνν =++→+ xxx XONC
~8000 ev.  
~700 ev.

νe + p→ e+ + n
),(: 16

τµ νννγνν =++→+ xxx XONC

Ref. Beacom-Vogel,PRD58,053010,’98

Ref. A. Suzuki,Nucl. Phys. B(Proc.Suppl.) 77(1999) 171-176
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! 理論計算
!" %!4!''()*+$#$%&$%'()(*)$+,-)!"#$%&'(%)'*%!"

#"$$$%!&!''()*+.%'/01'2-3(%4$5-6/52-7$8$&9:42-;$'9<$-!"#$%&'(%)'*%#$%

! ν-16O(12C) NC反応はエネルギー(Eν)によって反応が違う

! 16Oや12Cはニュートリノ実験や核実験でよく使われるターゲット        　                                        

'%'&GWOVMJLSWZ��

1)%16Oではなし.%12Cは15.1MeV以外ない　
2)%%RCNP%16O(p,2pγ)　

1) %Langanke%et%al.,%Phys.Rev.LeO.76(‘96)
2) %Ankowski%et%al.,%Phys.Rev.LeO.108(‘12)

! 背景

! 理論計算

! 実験データ

1)%のν+O,C→ν+O*,C*→γ
2)で弾き出された中性子n+O,C→n’+O*,C*→γ

! 我々の目的

集団励起
残留核励起

13

γ

実験データ

γO*

n

NC γ event 16O(ν,ν’γ)　

excited to  
giant resonance

p

15N*

after p/n decay , emit γ

NC事象：原子核の巨大共鳴状態から放出されるγ線が信号

✴ SN 1987A

1.   研究背景：超新星ニュートリノ検出: CC反応 & NC反応 

✴地球から10kpcの距離で超新星爆発が 
起きた際に地上で予想される ν 検出数
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巨大共鳴からのγ線



巨大共鳴状態から放出されるγ線を定量的に測定したデータが存在しない。

• 2 or 3番目に多い事象 
• µ,τ型(反)ニュートリノの信号 
→ Tνµ,Tντ  (平衡温度)に関する情報 

SKで検出した際に予想される信号

Energy [MeV]

A
rb

itr
ar

y

光度

平均エネルギー 
x=µ,τ

超新星爆発シミュレーション

1. (2)中世カレント(NC)反応で検出する重要性

Ref. K. Langanke et al., Phys.Rev.Lett.76(1996).

K. Nakazato et al., ASTROPHYS. J. S.205:2 (2013) 
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*統計崩壊モデルを使った理論計算
16O*(巨大共鳴)→15N/15O+p/n+γ(5~10MeV)   ~30%

Tνx=8MeV 
Tνe=5MeV



1. (3)原子核の巨大共鳴状態
•核子による集団的運動(振動)による励起状態 
•エネルギー幅が大きい 
•量子数：スピン・パリティJP、アイソスピンT

ΔL=0,ΔT=1,ΔS=0
GMR

巨大共鳴の分類例 
 
ΔL: 角運動量の変化  
ΔT: アイソスピンの変化 
ΔS: スピンの変化

巨大共鳴

16Oの励起スペクトル
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p

n

np np

ΔL=1,ΔT=1,ΔS=0
Giant Dipole Resonance

ΔL=1,ΔT=1,ΔS=1
Spin Dipole Resonance



the energy continuum in an exact way, without cutoff or
discretization of the excitation energies ⇤14⇥.

IV. THE SkE2 INTERACTION

The Hartree-Fock and RPA calculations were performed
with an extended Skyrme force. The parameter values used
to obtain the presented results are those of the SkE2 param-
etrization ⇤16–19⇥. This parameter set was designed to yield
a realistic description of nuclear structure properties in both
the particle-particle ⇧pairing properties� and in the particle-

hole channels and this over the whole mass table. This is
done by replacing part of the three-particle contribution to
the original Skyrme versions by a momentum dependent
two-particle term. The extra free parameter thus obtained
is used to guarantee correct two-body characteristics in
nuclei containing few valence nucleons outside of the closed
shells. Furthermore, the SkE2 parameter set allows a good
reproduction of the experimental single-particle energies
⇤16–19⇥.
In coordinate space, the antisymmetrized residual interac-

tion takes the form

V⇧rW1 ,rW2�⇥t0⇧1⇤x0P̂↵�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅
1
8 t1⇤⇧�
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with P↵ the spin exchange operator. Table I illustrates the
parameter values for the SkE2 set. As the same interaction
with the same parameter values is adopted for the calculation
of the unperturbed as well as the RPA wave functions, the
formalism is self-consistent with respect to the residual in-
teraction used.

V. APPLICATIONS TO 16O AND 12C

A. The nucleus 16O

As one of the major products of the thermonuclear burn-
ing processes in massive stars, 16O plays an important role in
supernova nucleosynthesis ⇤1,23⇥. Moreover, having closed
proton and neutron shells, the lack of major nuclear structure

difficulties, makes it a good test for the reliability of the
formalism. Therefore, the study of neutrino-nucleus interac-
tions with the CRPA formalism was started with cross-
section calculations for the neutral-current reaction

16O⇤⌦� 16O*⇤⌦8. ⇧19�

In all of the following results, calculations were per-
formed with an incoming neutrino energy ⌃ i⇥50 MeV.
Multipoles up to J⇥4 were taken into account. Contribu-
tions of higher-order multipole excitations were found to be
negligibly small. The differential neutrino scattering cross
sections are of the order of 10⌅42 cm2 per MeV. In Fig. 1,
we show the total cross section and some important multi-

FIG. 1. Cross section for the reaction 16O
⇤⌦50 MeV� 16O*⇤⌦8 ⇧full line� and its domi-
nant multipole contributions. J�⇥1⌅ ⇧dashed
line�, J�⇥1⇤ ⇧small dashes below�, J�⇥2⌅

⇧dotted line�, and J�⇥0⌅ ⇧dashed-dotted�. The
total cross section includes multipoles up to J
⇥4.
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p beam

RCNP E398 experiment 16O,12C(p,p') to measure !-ray emission probability
from the giant resonances in relation to the !-ray emission in 16O,12C(","’)

T.Yano, T.Mori, R.Yamaguchi, M.Sakuda (Okayama), A.Tamii, N.Aoi, M.Yosoi, E. Ideguchi, T.Suzuki,
 T. Hashimoto, K. Miki, T. Ito, T. Yamamoto (RCNP, Osaka), H. Akimune (Konan)

��
����	�� (これまでの物理学会での発表)

!5x5x15cmのNaI(Tl)を25本使い、5x5 NaI(Tl)のアレイ(25x25x15cm)
を組み, 中の3x3 アレイを有効部分、外側の16 個はVetoとして使用. 
後方にもVetoとしてCsIを置く.

γ

15cm

Side Veto

3x3 Active
Counters

25cm

Target point

CsI Veto

20cm

7

!-ray detector

 

RCNP (Research Center for Nuclear Physics) in Osaka, Japan
Hadron beam and Grand Raiden

3. Calibration
! The !-rays from the known states will be used to monitor the gain and 

detection efficiency of the !-ray detector during the experimental period. 

! 6MeV

                     

4% 13%

14%

3x3 array

9%

2. Setup

NuInt12:Eighth International Workshop on Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions in the Few-GeV Region, Oct. 22-27,Rio De Janeiro Brazi

Iwa Ou (Okayama, Japan) for E398 Collaboration


����������	�������

!以前の実験で使用した散乱槽を改造
!線検出器：散乱点からの距離~20cm

!エネルギー較正
! 低エネルギー側：線源を用いる
! 高エネルギー側：16Oや12Cの既知の励起レベルから放出されるγ線を利用.

16O*→2+(6.9MeV)、 12C* →2+(4.4MeV)  & 1+(15.1MeV)

外層(Φ=80cm)

内層(Φ=6.5cm)

C
sI

30°

20
cm

p Beam

7

N
aIP

M
T

ターゲット:C6H10O5(セルロース),12C

!=80cm

target holder (vacuum)
!=6.5cm

Summary

16O*→2+[6.9MeV, !:100%], 
12C* →2+[4.4MeV, !:100%]  & 1+[15.1MeV, !:76%]

Scattering chamber

" Jp=2-(T=1), 1-(T=1), 0-(T=1) : Spin-Dipole Resonances  !L=1, !S=1 and !T=1
" Jp=1+(T=1) : Gamov-Teller Resonance  !L=0, !S=1 and !T=1

"-16O :Calculated cross section(!) is given by Jachowicz et al.  Fig.2

" Contribution of JP =2-(T=1) and 1-(T=1) are large, 0-(T=1) and 1+(T=1) are small. 

E398 experiment

shown in Fig. 2. The bending angles of scattered protons of
the central ray are 180° and 145° for positive and negative
polarities of the DSR, respectively. Then, the spin precession
angles of 392-MeV protons in Grand Raiden are ! (!)

"458° and ! (#)"369°. The four independent measure-
ments at finite angles were achieved by measuring the pS!"
with both beam polarization axes for each DSR polarity. In
the 0° measurement, the DSR was also used as a steering
magnet with a bending angle of 1° –2° in order to correctly
guide the proton beam into the beam dump. In this case, the
spin precession angle in the spectrometer is !"412° deter-
mined by the normal bending angle of 162° of Grand
Raiden.
The reliability of our measurements was checked by mea-

suring PT observables of proton-proton elastic scattering. We
simultaneously measured protons scattered from hydrogen
and oxygen in the ice target at # lab"6° –12° since the pro-
tons are still within the momentum acceptance of Grand
Raiden. The measured PT observables for proton-proton
elastic scattering agreed well with the result of the SAID cal-
culation.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Microscopic distorted-wave impulse-approximation
$DWIA% calculations for (p ,p") reactions were performed

using the computer codes DWBA98 and DWBB98 &39'. The
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction derived by Franey and
Love $FL% &40' at 425 MeV was used in the calculations. The
global Dirac optical-model potential was used in the Schrö-
dinger equivalent form &41'. This potential gives a good de-
scription for existing experimental data of elastic scattering
on 16O at 400 MeV &42'. The one-body transition density
from the shell model calculation &23' was used in the present
work. This shell model calculation was performed within the
(0!2)() and (1!3)() configuration spaces for positive
and negative parity states, respectively, with an interaction
based on the Warburton-Brown potential &43' and CD Bonn
potential &44'. The single-particle radial wave functions were
obtained for a harmonic-oscillator potential with a size pa-
rameter of *"0.588 fm#1. The calculated observables were
averaged over the acceptance of Grand Raiden (!#x
!+20 mrad, !#y!+35 mrad) weighted by the calculated
cross sections for comparison with the experimental data.
The spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"1)' and non-

spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"0)' can be defined by

d,

d-
$.S"1 %"

3#$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #/0" d,

d- # ,
$5a%

d,

d-
$.S"0 %"

1!$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #
/$1#0%" d,

d- # , $5b%

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional scatter plots of cross sections
&d,/d- , (1#0)d,/d-] at 0° $a% and 4° $b% calculated for 1#

shell model states. The open squares and solid circles indicate cross
sections (d,/d-) and non-spin-flip cross sections &(1
#0)d,/d-' , respectively. The solid lines $shown to guide the eye%
indicate proportional relations between B(E1) and (1#0)d,/d- .

FIG. 4. Double differential cross sections for the 16O(p ,p")
reaction at Ep"392 MeV and 0°. $a% 16O(p ,p") spectrum
d2,/d-dE . $b% Spin-flip component 0d2,/d-dE is compared
with d2,/d-dE . $c% Non-spin-flip component (1#0)d2,/d-dE
is compared with d2,/d-dE .
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where d!/d" is a differential cross section. PT observables
in Eq. #5$ are defined in the projectile helicity frame. It is
known that the % value in Eq. #5$ is unity for spin-flip tran-
sitions and zero for non-spin-flip transitions at forward scat-
tering angles where the spin-orbit interaction is negligible
&24,26'. This rule is well established for unnatural isovector
transitions. For natural parity transitions, it is valid within
5% accuracy for ()5°.
To verify the applicability of this rule, d!/d" and (1

!%)d!/d" were calculated by DWIA for isovector 1!

states generated in the shell model space and were compared
with the calculated B(E1) values, which are good measures
for non-spin-flip transition strengths. The IVGDR is strongly
excited by the Coulomb interaction at 0°. The d!/d" in
Coulomb excitation decreases with increasing excitation en-
ergy since the virtual photon flux during the collision be-
comes rapidly small as a function of energy. Therefore, all
the calculations were performed at an excitation energy of
Ex"15 MeV in order to fix the kinematic conditions.
The results are shown in the scatter plots of Fig. 3. The

non-spin-flip strengths are dominant compared to the spin-
flip strengths at 0° due to the Coulomb excitation of the
IVGDR. Therefore, the strong linear correlation in the scatter
plots at ("0° &shown in Fig. 3#a$' is interpreted as an indi-
cation that the cross sections observed at 0° are nearly pro-
portional to the E1 transition strengths. The non-spin-flip
cross sections are quenched at backward angles due to the
destructive interference effect between the Coulomb (Vc)
and isovector (V*) interactions. Non-spin-flip cross sections
have values much smaller than the cross sections at ("4° as

shown in Fig. 3#b$. However, the correlation between non-
spin-flip cross sections and B(E1)’s is still linear. Thus, we
conclude that the transition strengths are reasonably sepa-
rated into the spin-flip and non-spin-flip components by us-
ing % even at 4°.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The double differential cross sections at ( lab"0°, 4°, and
8° for the 16O(p ,p!) reaction at Ep"392 MeV are shown
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively. At 8°, the 16O(p ,p!) spec-
tra are obscured in the energy region of Ex"6–11 MeV due
to the large background originating from hydrogen in the ice
target. Therefore, the spectra in Fig. 6 are only shown for the
energy region of Ex"11.2–29 MeV.
All low-lying discrete peaks observed between 6.05 MeV

and 13.09 MeV have been identified as those of known tran-
sitions &45'. Table I lists the 0° cross sections in the center of
mass system for these known discrete states. In the measure-
ment where the central ray is set at 0°, the average angle of
acceptance of the spectrometer is 1.2°. The cross sections
were obtained by fitting the 16O(p ,p!) spectrum at 0°. In the
fitting procedure, Lorentzian functions with central energies
and widths taken from Ref. &45' were used. The Lorentzian
functions were folded by using a peak shape taken from the
narrow states at Ex"6.92 and 7.12 MeV. Although broad
resonance states at Ex"9.59, 11.26, and 11.60 MeV were
taken into account to improve the fit, cross sections of the
transitions to these states are not shown in Table I because of
the large uncertainties in the fit. Since the peaks of the broad
states are relatively small, the inclusion of the broad states
into the fit gives no significant influence in estimating

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 4°. The
bumps at Ex"19.0, 20.4, 20.9, 22.1, and 24.0 MeV are identified to
be due to +L"1 transitions. Note that the bump at 23.0 MeV seen
in Fig. 4 is missing.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 8°. The
spectra below Ex"14.4 MeV are scaled down by a factor of 0.5.

T. KAWABATA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 064316
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Fig.3 Cross Section of 16O(p,p’) at Ep=295MeV
         Kawabata et al., PRC65(‘02)064316
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1. Experimental Goal

Relation of 16O(","’) and 16O(p,p’)

Proton Beam : 295MeV, 10nA
Energy Resolution : 20keV
Solid Angle : 5.6msr
Target : C6H10O5, 12C
Target thickness : 30mg/cm2

4. Analysis

! Estimation of !-ray event

The !-ray emission probability can be measured with statistic error of 1%.

! !-rays emission probability is determined :

16O

6.049 , 0+
6.130 , 3-
7.117 , 1+
8.872 , 2-
9.585 , 1-

10.356 , 4-
10.957,  4-
11.097 , 4+
11.520 , 2+
12.049,  0+
12.440,  1-

13.090 , 2-13.129 , 3-

12.796 , 0-
12.996 , 2-

17.090 , 1-

18.800 , 1+
19.000 , 1+
19.470 , 1-
20.400 , 2-

22.000 , 1-

24.000 , 1-
25.000 , 1-

T=0 T=1

Sn:15.66

Sp:12.127

14.815 , 6+
15.196 , 2-
16.200,  2-

17.775 , 2-

5

10MeV

15

20

25

!

15N+p

5.270 , 5/2+
5.298 , 1/2+
6.323 , 3/2-
7.155 , 5/2+
7.300 , 3/2+
7.567 , 7/2+
8.312 , 1/2+
8.572 , 3/2+
9.049 , 1/2+15N*

15O+n

5.183 , 1/2+
5.249 , 5/2+
6.176 , 3/2-
6.793 , 3/2+
6.859 , 5/2+
7.275 , 5/2+

15O*
!

9.152 , 3/2-
9.155 , 5/2+

Sp=7.296MeV

9.222 , 1/2-
9.760 , 5/2-
9.829 , 7/2-
9.925 , 3/2-

SP=10.02MeV

0+,T=0

1/2-

1/2-

16O

"-rays from excited states of 16O 

!-16O : T=1 only
p-16O : T=1 and T=0 

#!：NaI detection efficiency considering solid angle

!  3 days of data taking → 12K~18K event in 1 MeV bin (Ex=16~30MeV) 

" SDR (2-, 1-) dominate ! of 16O(p,p’) at scattering angle "L=4°.
" T=0 states and Giant Dipole Resonance (1-,T=1) dominate at $L=0°.

 p-16O :Experimental ! is given by Kawabata et al.  Fig.3 

→16O(!,!’!)
→16O(n,n’!)

Introduction

p beam

Fig.2 Cross Section of 16O(","’) at E"=50MeV
          Jachowicz et al.,PRC59(‘99)

1-2-

1+
0-

The significant fraction of NC "-16O and "-12C reactions contain observable !-rays.
!-rays are also produced in secondary n-16O and n-12C interactions. 

! Applicable to Supernova neutrinos and  neutrino experiments at E"<100MeV.
! These !-rays can be background also.

T : Isospin

Target point

Pr[Ex(16~30MeV, 1MeV bin)→!] =
[Number of ! event] 1

#![Number of excitation] 

! A 5x5 NaI array (25x25x15cm) will be installed 20cm away from the target.
   %Inner 3x3 array → Active counters    
   %Outer 16 NaI counters & downstream CsI counters →Compton suppressions 

! We will measure the !-ray emission probability from giant resonances 
(Ex=16~30MeV) of 16O & 12C, as the functions of excitation energy (Ex).

! RCNP proton beam and Magnetic Spectrometer (Grand Raiden) provide 
precise measurement of the excitation energy (Ex=Ep-Ep’, &Ex=~20keV).

   We will implement a new !-ray detector.

 ■Theoretical Calculations  Fig.1
  A) E">100MeV: Ankowski et al., PRL108(‘12)052505
  B) E"<100MeV: Kolbe et al., PRD66(‘02)013077

B)E"<100MeV:
    Elastic and Inelastic dominate.  

■Experiments
 A) E">100MeV: K2K, T2K, RCNP E148 16O(p,2p#).
 B) E"<100MeV:No experiments for 16O, Karmen for 12C(15.1MeV !) only. 

Overview

" "’
16O

15O* !
n

A)E">100MeV:
    Quasi-elastic (1N Knock-out) dominates.

Fig.1 Cross section of "-16O interaction

E398 experiment will measure this by 16O,12C(p,p’!).
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A)

"-16O Elastic(Coherent)
　  "-16O Inelastic

%16O(","’)16O*→15N*→!
○16O(","’)16O*→15O*→!

B)" "’
16O

16O* !

! We presented the goal and the status of RCNP E398 experiment.
! We will measure the !-ray emission probability for each excitation energy of 

16O and 12C, using the RCNP Grand-Raiden Spectrometer and a !-ray detector. 
! If we can measure the !-ray emission probability for Isospin T=0 and T=1   

(2-,1-,1+) states separately by changing scattering angles, we should be able 
to apply these measurements to the estimation of !-ray emission probability 
for low-energy neutrino interactions with those nuclei as well as that for 
secondary hadronic interactions.

! Data taking will start next year.
ground state

"
16O

"’

!
16O* 16O

n
16O*

!n’

Primary) Secondary)

GEANT4: ! leakage probability

" "’

16O(ν,ν’) Cross Section (CRPA Calculation)

Spin Dipole Resonance：JP =2-(T=1),1-(T=1)への励起が支配的 
                          (12C の場合はSpin-M1 Resonance JP=1+,15.1MeVも)

Eν=50MeV

Ref. Jachowicz et al .,PRC59(‘99)

• NC   ν+A→ν+A’  
低エネルギー領域の原子核遷移行列は 
Axial-Vector Current >> Vector Current                          

• 特にJP =2-(T=1),1-(T=1)の寄与が大きい。 
→巨大共鳴の中でも、 
Spin-Diple Resonance への励起が支配的 
(12Cの場合はJP=1+ (T=1)も→Karmen実験で測定) 

• 巨大共鳴状態の分類 
GDR (Jp=1-,ΔT=1,ΔS=0,ΔL=1)： 
SDR (Jp=0-,1-,2-, ΔT=1,ΔS=1,ΔL=1)：  

Spin-M1 Resonance(Jp=1+,ΔT=1,ΔS=1,ΔL=0)：

f1(r)Y
m
1 ⌧3

~�f0(r)⌧3

~�f1(r)Y
m
1 ⌧3

1. (4) 16O(ν,ν’) 反応による巨大共鳴状態への励起
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1. (4) 16O(p,p’)反応による巨大共鳴状態への励起
O(ν,ν’): SDR(2-,1-)が支配的.  C(ν,ν’): SDR & 1+(15.11MeV)が支配的 
O,C(p,p’):  Ep=392MeV, θ = 3°~5°でSDR(1-,2-)が支配的となる 

shown in Fig. 2. The bending angles of scattered protons of
the central ray are 180° and 145° for positive and negative
polarities of the DSR, respectively. Then, the spin precession
angles of 392-MeV protons in Grand Raiden are ! (!)

"458° and ! (#)"369°. The four independent measure-
ments at finite angles were achieved by measuring the pS!"
with both beam polarization axes for each DSR polarity. In
the 0° measurement, the DSR was also used as a steering
magnet with a bending angle of 1° –2° in order to correctly
guide the proton beam into the beam dump. In this case, the
spin precession angle in the spectrometer is !"412° deter-
mined by the normal bending angle of 162° of Grand
Raiden.
The reliability of our measurements was checked by mea-

suring PT observables of proton-proton elastic scattering. We
simultaneously measured protons scattered from hydrogen
and oxygen in the ice target at # lab"6° –12° since the pro-
tons are still within the momentum acceptance of Grand
Raiden. The measured PT observables for proton-proton
elastic scattering agreed well with the result of the SAID cal-
culation.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Microscopic distorted-wave impulse-approximation
$DWIA% calculations for (p ,p") reactions were performed

using the computer codes DWBA98 and DWBB98 &39'. The
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction derived by Franey and
Love $FL% &40' at 425 MeV was used in the calculations. The
global Dirac optical-model potential was used in the Schrö-
dinger equivalent form &41'. This potential gives a good de-
scription for existing experimental data of elastic scattering
on 16O at 400 MeV &42'. The one-body transition density
from the shell model calculation &23' was used in the present
work. This shell model calculation was performed within the
(0!2)() and (1!3)() configuration spaces for positive
and negative parity states, respectively, with an interaction
based on the Warburton-Brown potential &43' and CD Bonn
potential &44'. The single-particle radial wave functions were
obtained for a harmonic-oscillator potential with a size pa-
rameter of *"0.588 fm#1. The calculated observables were
averaged over the acceptance of Grand Raiden (!#x
!+20 mrad, !#y!+35 mrad) weighted by the calculated
cross sections for comparison with the experimental data.
The spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"1)' and non-

spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"0)' can be defined by

d,

d-
$.S"1 %"

3#$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #/0" d,

d- # ,
$5a%

d,

d-
$.S"0 %"

1!$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #
/$1#0%" d,

d- # , $5b%

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional scatter plots of cross sections
&d,/d- , (1#0)d,/d-] at 0° $a% and 4° $b% calculated for 1#

shell model states. The open squares and solid circles indicate cross
sections (d,/d-) and non-spin-flip cross sections &(1
#0)d,/d-' , respectively. The solid lines $shown to guide the eye%
indicate proportional relations between B(E1) and (1#0)d,/d- .

FIG. 4. Double differential cross sections for the 16O(p ,p")
reaction at Ep"392 MeV and 0°. $a% 16O(p ,p") spectrum
d2,/d-dE . $b% Spin-flip component 0d2,/d-dE is compared
with d2,/d-dE . $c% Non-spin-flip component (1#0)d2,/d-dE
is compared with d2,/d-dE .
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where d!/d" is a differential cross section. PT observables
in Eq. #5$ are defined in the projectile helicity frame. It is
known that the % value in Eq. #5$ is unity for spin-flip tran-
sitions and zero for non-spin-flip transitions at forward scat-
tering angles where the spin-orbit interaction is negligible
&24,26'. This rule is well established for unnatural isovector
transitions. For natural parity transitions, it is valid within
5% accuracy for ()5°.
To verify the applicability of this rule, d!/d" and (1

!%)d!/d" were calculated by DWIA for isovector 1!

states generated in the shell model space and were compared
with the calculated B(E1) values, which are good measures
for non-spin-flip transition strengths. The IVGDR is strongly
excited by the Coulomb interaction at 0°. The d!/d" in
Coulomb excitation decreases with increasing excitation en-
ergy since the virtual photon flux during the collision be-
comes rapidly small as a function of energy. Therefore, all
the calculations were performed at an excitation energy of
Ex"15 MeV in order to fix the kinematic conditions.
The results are shown in the scatter plots of Fig. 3. The

non-spin-flip strengths are dominant compared to the spin-
flip strengths at 0° due to the Coulomb excitation of the
IVGDR. Therefore, the strong linear correlation in the scatter
plots at ("0° &shown in Fig. 3#a$' is interpreted as an indi-
cation that the cross sections observed at 0° are nearly pro-
portional to the E1 transition strengths. The non-spin-flip
cross sections are quenched at backward angles due to the
destructive interference effect between the Coulomb (Vc)
and isovector (V*) interactions. Non-spin-flip cross sections
have values much smaller than the cross sections at ("4° as

shown in Fig. 3#b$. However, the correlation between non-
spin-flip cross sections and B(E1)’s is still linear. Thus, we
conclude that the transition strengths are reasonably sepa-
rated into the spin-flip and non-spin-flip components by us-
ing % even at 4°.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The double differential cross sections at ( lab"0°, 4°, and
8° for the 16O(p ,p!) reaction at Ep"392 MeV are shown
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively. At 8°, the 16O(p ,p!) spec-
tra are obscured in the energy region of Ex"6–11 MeV due
to the large background originating from hydrogen in the ice
target. Therefore, the spectra in Fig. 6 are only shown for the
energy region of Ex"11.2–29 MeV.
All low-lying discrete peaks observed between 6.05 MeV

and 13.09 MeV have been identified as those of known tran-
sitions &45'. Table I lists the 0° cross sections in the center of
mass system for these known discrete states. In the measure-
ment where the central ray is set at 0°, the average angle of
acceptance of the spectrometer is 1.2°. The cross sections
were obtained by fitting the 16O(p ,p!) spectrum at 0°. In the
fitting procedure, Lorentzian functions with central energies
and widths taken from Ref. &45' were used. The Lorentzian
functions were folded by using a peak shape taken from the
narrow states at Ex"6.92 and 7.12 MeV. Although broad
resonance states at Ex"9.59, 11.26, and 11.60 MeV were
taken into account to improve the fit, cross sections of the
transitions to these states are not shown in Table I because of
the large uncertainties in the fit. Since the peaks of the broad
states are relatively small, the inclusion of the broad states
into the fit gives no significant influence in estimating

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 4°. The
bumps at Ex"19.0, 20.4, 20.9, 22.1, and 24.0 MeV are identified to
be due to +L"1 transitions. Note that the bump at 23.0 MeV seen
in Fig. 4 is missing.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 8°. The
spectra below Ex"14.4 MeV are scaled down by a factor of 0.5.
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0°:  GDR dominant (ΔL=1,ΔS=0,ΔT=1)   4°: SDR dominant (ΔL=1,ΔS=1,ΔT=1)

Cross Section of 16O(p,p’) (Ep=392MeV)   Ref.Kawabata et al.,PRC65(‘02)064316

2-1-

1-Total

ΔS=1

ΔS=0

→(p,p’)反応を使って原子核をGDR, SDRへ励起させてγ線を測定!
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1. (5) 巨大共鳴状態からの崩壊 → γ線放出

8

　巨大共鳴状態は核子を放出して崩壊した後にγ線を放出 
(*統計崩壊モデルに基づく理論計算が可能)

巨大共鳴状態の量子数と励起エネルギーが重要



1.超新星ν NC-γ事象のイベント数
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the energy continuum in an exact way, without cutoff or
discretization of the excitation energies ⇤14⇥.

IV. THE SkE2 INTERACTION

The Hartree-Fock and RPA calculations were performed
with an extended Skyrme force. The parameter values used
to obtain the presented results are those of the SkE2 param-
etrization ⇤16–19⇥. This parameter set was designed to yield
a realistic description of nuclear structure properties in both
the particle-particle ⇧pairing properties� and in the particle-

hole channels and this over the whole mass table. This is
done by replacing part of the three-particle contribution to
the original Skyrme versions by a momentum dependent
two-particle term. The extra free parameter thus obtained
is used to guarantee correct two-body characteristics in
nuclei containing few valence nucleons outside of the closed
shells. Furthermore, the SkE2 parameter set allows a good
reproduction of the experimental single-particle energies
⇤16–19⇥.
In coordinate space, the antisymmetrized residual interac-

tion takes the form

V⇧rW1 ,rW2�⇥t0⇧1⇤x0P̂↵�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅
1
8 t1⇤⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�
2⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇤⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�

2⇥⇤
1
4 t2⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�

�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�⇤
e2

�rW1⌅rW2�
⇤iW0⇧↵W 1⇤↵W 2�⇧�Q 1⌅�Q 2��⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�⇤

1
6 t3⇧1⌅x3�⇧1⇤ P̂↵�

� ⇤ rW1⇤rW2
2 ⇥ ⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇤x3t3⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⌅

1
24 t4 �⇤⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�
2⇤⇧�Q 2⌅�Q 3�

2⇤⇧�Q 3⌅�Q 1�
2⇥

�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⇤⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⇤⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�
2⇤⇧�W 2⌅�W 3�

2⇤⇧�W 3⌅�W 1�
2⇥⌥, ⇧18�

with P↵ the spin exchange operator. Table I illustrates the
parameter values for the SkE2 set. As the same interaction
with the same parameter values is adopted for the calculation
of the unperturbed as well as the RPA wave functions, the
formalism is self-consistent with respect to the residual in-
teraction used.

V. APPLICATIONS TO 16O AND 12C

A. The nucleus 16O

As one of the major products of the thermonuclear burn-
ing processes in massive stars, 16O plays an important role in
supernova nucleosynthesis ⇤1,23⇥. Moreover, having closed
proton and neutron shells, the lack of major nuclear structure

difficulties, makes it a good test for the reliability of the
formalism. Therefore, the study of neutrino-nucleus interac-
tions with the CRPA formalism was started with cross-
section calculations for the neutral-current reaction

16O⇤⌦� 16O*⇤⌦8. ⇧19�

In all of the following results, calculations were per-
formed with an incoming neutrino energy ⌃ i⇥50 MeV.
Multipoles up to J⇥4 were taken into account. Contribu-
tions of higher-order multipole excitations were found to be
negligibly small. The differential neutrino scattering cross
sections are of the order of 10⌅42 cm2 per MeV. In Fig. 1,
we show the total cross section and some important multi-

FIG. 1. Cross section for the reaction 16O
⇤⌦50 MeV� 16O*⇤⌦8 ⇧full line� and its domi-
nant multipole contributions. J�⇥1⌅ ⇧dashed
line�, J�⇥1⇤ ⇧small dashes below�, J�⇥2⌅

⇧dotted line�, and J�⇥0⌅ ⇧dashed-dotted�. The
total cross section includes multipoles up to J
⇥4.

PRC 59 3249CROSS SECTIONS FOR NEUTRAL-CURRENT . . .

p beam

RCNP E398 experiment 16O,12C(p,p') to measure !-ray emission probability
from the giant resonances in relation to the !-ray emission in 16O,12C(","’)

T.Yano, T.Mori, R.Yamaguchi, M.Sakuda (Okayama), A.Tamii, N.Aoi, M.Yosoi, E. Ideguchi, T.Suzuki,
 T. Hashimoto, K. Miki, T. Ito, T. Yamamoto (RCNP, Osaka), H. Akimune (Konan)

��
����	�� (これまでの物理学会での発表)

!5x5x15cmのNaI(Tl)を25本使い、5x5 NaI(Tl)のアレイ(25x25x15cm)
を組み, 中の3x3 アレイを有効部分、外側の16 個はVetoとして使用. 
後方にもVetoとしてCsIを置く.

γ

15cm

Side Veto

3x3 Active
Counters

25cm

Target point

CsI Veto

20cm
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!-ray detector

 

RCNP (Research Center for Nuclear Physics) in Osaka, Japan
Hadron beam and Grand Raiden

3. Calibration
! The !-rays from the known states will be used to monitor the gain and 

detection efficiency of the !-ray detector during the experimental period. 

! 6MeV

                     

4% 13%

14%

3x3 array

9%

2. Setup

NuInt12:Eighth International Workshop on Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions in the Few-GeV Region, Oct. 22-27,Rio De Janeiro Brazi

Iwa Ou (Okayama, Japan) for E398 Collaboration


����������	�������

!以前の実験で使用した散乱槽を改造
!線検出器：散乱点からの距離~20cm

!エネルギー較正
! 低エネルギー側：線源を用いる
! 高エネルギー側：16Oや12Cの既知の励起レベルから放出されるγ線を利用.

16O*→2+(6.9MeV)、 12C* →2+(4.4MeV)  & 1+(15.1MeV)

外層(Φ=80cm)

内層(Φ=6.5cm)

C
sI

30°

20
cm

p Beam

7

N
aIP

M
T

ターゲット:C6H10O5(セルロース),12C

!=80cm

target holder (vacuum)
!=6.5cm

Summary

16O*→2+[6.9MeV, !:100%], 
12C* →2+[4.4MeV, !:100%]  & 1+[15.1MeV, !:76%]

Scattering chamber

" Jp=2-(T=1), 1-(T=1), 0-(T=1) : Spin-Dipole Resonances  !L=1, !S=1 and !T=1
" Jp=1+(T=1) : Gamov-Teller Resonance  !L=0, !S=1 and !T=1

"-16O :Calculated cross section(!) is given by Jachowicz et al.  Fig.2

" Contribution of JP =2-(T=1) and 1-(T=1) are large, 0-(T=1) and 1+(T=1) are small. 

E398 experiment

shown in Fig. 2. The bending angles of scattered protons of
the central ray are 180° and 145° for positive and negative
polarities of the DSR, respectively. Then, the spin precession
angles of 392-MeV protons in Grand Raiden are ! (!)

"458° and ! (#)"369°. The four independent measure-
ments at finite angles were achieved by measuring the pS!"
with both beam polarization axes for each DSR polarity. In
the 0° measurement, the DSR was also used as a steering
magnet with a bending angle of 1° –2° in order to correctly
guide the proton beam into the beam dump. In this case, the
spin precession angle in the spectrometer is !"412° deter-
mined by the normal bending angle of 162° of Grand
Raiden.
The reliability of our measurements was checked by mea-

suring PT observables of proton-proton elastic scattering. We
simultaneously measured protons scattered from hydrogen
and oxygen in the ice target at # lab"6° –12° since the pro-
tons are still within the momentum acceptance of Grand
Raiden. The measured PT observables for proton-proton
elastic scattering agreed well with the result of the SAID cal-
culation.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Microscopic distorted-wave impulse-approximation
$DWIA% calculations for (p ,p") reactions were performed

using the computer codes DWBA98 and DWBB98 &39'. The
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction derived by Franey and
Love $FL% &40' at 425 MeV was used in the calculations. The
global Dirac optical-model potential was used in the Schrö-
dinger equivalent form &41'. This potential gives a good de-
scription for existing experimental data of elastic scattering
on 16O at 400 MeV &42'. The one-body transition density
from the shell model calculation &23' was used in the present
work. This shell model calculation was performed within the
(0!2)() and (1!3)() configuration spaces for positive
and negative parity states, respectively, with an interaction
based on the Warburton-Brown potential &43' and CD Bonn
potential &44'. The single-particle radial wave functions were
obtained for a harmonic-oscillator potential with a size pa-
rameter of *"0.588 fm#1. The calculated observables were
averaged over the acceptance of Grand Raiden (!#x
!+20 mrad, !#y!+35 mrad) weighted by the calculated
cross sections for comparison with the experimental data.
The spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"1)' and non-

spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"0)' can be defined by

d,

d-
$.S"1 %"

3#$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #/0" d,

d- # ,
$5a%

d,

d-
$.S"0 %"

1!$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #
/$1#0%" d,

d- # , $5b%

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional scatter plots of cross sections
&d,/d- , (1#0)d,/d-] at 0° $a% and 4° $b% calculated for 1#

shell model states. The open squares and solid circles indicate cross
sections (d,/d-) and non-spin-flip cross sections &(1
#0)d,/d-' , respectively. The solid lines $shown to guide the eye%
indicate proportional relations between B(E1) and (1#0)d,/d- .

FIG. 4. Double differential cross sections for the 16O(p ,p")
reaction at Ep"392 MeV and 0°. $a% 16O(p ,p") spectrum
d2,/d-dE . $b% Spin-flip component 0d2,/d-dE is compared
with d2,/d-dE . $c% Non-spin-flip component (1#0)d2,/d-dE
is compared with d2,/d-dE .
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where d!/d" is a differential cross section. PT observables
in Eq. #5$ are defined in the projectile helicity frame. It is
known that the % value in Eq. #5$ is unity for spin-flip tran-
sitions and zero for non-spin-flip transitions at forward scat-
tering angles where the spin-orbit interaction is negligible
&24,26'. This rule is well established for unnatural isovector
transitions. For natural parity transitions, it is valid within
5% accuracy for ()5°.
To verify the applicability of this rule, d!/d" and (1

!%)d!/d" were calculated by DWIA for isovector 1!

states generated in the shell model space and were compared
with the calculated B(E1) values, which are good measures
for non-spin-flip transition strengths. The IVGDR is strongly
excited by the Coulomb interaction at 0°. The d!/d" in
Coulomb excitation decreases with increasing excitation en-
ergy since the virtual photon flux during the collision be-
comes rapidly small as a function of energy. Therefore, all
the calculations were performed at an excitation energy of
Ex"15 MeV in order to fix the kinematic conditions.
The results are shown in the scatter plots of Fig. 3. The

non-spin-flip strengths are dominant compared to the spin-
flip strengths at 0° due to the Coulomb excitation of the
IVGDR. Therefore, the strong linear correlation in the scatter
plots at ("0° &shown in Fig. 3#a$' is interpreted as an indi-
cation that the cross sections observed at 0° are nearly pro-
portional to the E1 transition strengths. The non-spin-flip
cross sections are quenched at backward angles due to the
destructive interference effect between the Coulomb (Vc)
and isovector (V*) interactions. Non-spin-flip cross sections
have values much smaller than the cross sections at ("4° as

shown in Fig. 3#b$. However, the correlation between non-
spin-flip cross sections and B(E1)’s is still linear. Thus, we
conclude that the transition strengths are reasonably sepa-
rated into the spin-flip and non-spin-flip components by us-
ing % even at 4°.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The double differential cross sections at ( lab"0°, 4°, and
8° for the 16O(p ,p!) reaction at Ep"392 MeV are shown
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively. At 8°, the 16O(p ,p!) spec-
tra are obscured in the energy region of Ex"6–11 MeV due
to the large background originating from hydrogen in the ice
target. Therefore, the spectra in Fig. 6 are only shown for the
energy region of Ex"11.2–29 MeV.
All low-lying discrete peaks observed between 6.05 MeV

and 13.09 MeV have been identified as those of known tran-
sitions &45'. Table I lists the 0° cross sections in the center of
mass system for these known discrete states. In the measure-
ment where the central ray is set at 0°, the average angle of
acceptance of the spectrometer is 1.2°. The cross sections
were obtained by fitting the 16O(p ,p!) spectrum at 0°. In the
fitting procedure, Lorentzian functions with central energies
and widths taken from Ref. &45' were used. The Lorentzian
functions were folded by using a peak shape taken from the
narrow states at Ex"6.92 and 7.12 MeV. Although broad
resonance states at Ex"9.59, 11.26, and 11.60 MeV were
taken into account to improve the fit, cross sections of the
transitions to these states are not shown in Table I because of
the large uncertainties in the fit. Since the peaks of the broad
states are relatively small, the inclusion of the broad states
into the fit gives no significant influence in estimating

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 4°. The
bumps at Ex"19.0, 20.4, 20.9, 22.1, and 24.0 MeV are identified to
be due to +L"1 transitions. Note that the bump at 23.0 MeV seen
in Fig. 4 is missing.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 8°. The
spectra below Ex"14.4 MeV are scaled down by a factor of 0.5.
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Fig.3 Cross Section of 16O(p,p’) at Ep=295MeV
         Kawabata et al., PRC65(‘02)064316
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1. Experimental Goal

Relation of 16O(","’) and 16O(p,p’)

Proton Beam : 295MeV, 10nA
Energy Resolution : 20keV
Solid Angle : 5.6msr
Target : C6H10O5, 12C
Target thickness : 30mg/cm2

4. Analysis

! Estimation of !-ray event

The !-ray emission probability can be measured with statistic error of 1%.

! !-rays emission probability is determined :

16O

6.049 , 0+
6.130 , 3-
7.117 , 1+
8.872 , 2-
9.585 , 1-

10.356 , 4-
10.957,  4-
11.097 , 4+
11.520 , 2+
12.049,  0+
12.440,  1-

13.090 , 2-13.129 , 3-

12.796 , 0-
12.996 , 2-

17.090 , 1-

18.800 , 1+
19.000 , 1+
19.470 , 1-
20.400 , 2-

22.000 , 1-

24.000 , 1-
25.000 , 1-

T=0 T=1

Sn:15.66

Sp:12.127

14.815 , 6+
15.196 , 2-
16.200,  2-

17.775 , 2-
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10MeV

15

20

25

!

15N+p

5.270 , 5/2+
5.298 , 1/2+
6.323 , 3/2-
7.155 , 5/2+
7.300 , 3/2+
7.567 , 7/2+
8.312 , 1/2+
8.572 , 3/2+
9.049 , 1/2+15N*

15O+n

5.183 , 1/2+
5.249 , 5/2+
6.176 , 3/2-
6.793 , 3/2+
6.859 , 5/2+
7.275 , 5/2+

15O*
!

9.152 , 3/2-
9.155 , 5/2+

Sp=7.296MeV

9.222 , 1/2-
9.760 , 5/2-
9.829 , 7/2-
9.925 , 3/2-

SP=10.02MeV

0+,T=0

1/2-

1/2-

16O

"-rays from excited states of 16O 

!-16O : T=1 only
p-16O : T=1 and T=0 

#!：NaI detection efficiency considering solid angle

!  3 days of data taking → 12K~18K event in 1 MeV bin (Ex=16~30MeV) 

" SDR (2-, 1-) dominate ! of 16O(p,p’) at scattering angle "L=4°.
" T=0 states and Giant Dipole Resonance (1-,T=1) dominate at $L=0°.

 p-16O :Experimental ! is given by Kawabata et al.  Fig.3 

→16O(!,!’!)
→16O(n,n’!)

Introduction

p beam

Fig.2 Cross Section of 16O(","’) at E"=50MeV
          Jachowicz et al.,PRC59(‘99)

1-2-

1+
0-

The significant fraction of NC "-16O and "-12C reactions contain observable !-rays.
!-rays are also produced in secondary n-16O and n-12C interactions. 

! Applicable to Supernova neutrinos and  neutrino experiments at E"<100MeV.
! These !-rays can be background also.

T : Isospin

Target point

Pr[Ex(16~30MeV, 1MeV bin)→!] =
[Number of ! event] 1

#![Number of excitation] 

! A 5x5 NaI array (25x25x15cm) will be installed 20cm away from the target.
   %Inner 3x3 array → Active counters    
   %Outer 16 NaI counters & downstream CsI counters →Compton suppressions 

! We will measure the !-ray emission probability from giant resonances 
(Ex=16~30MeV) of 16O & 12C, as the functions of excitation energy (Ex).

! RCNP proton beam and Magnetic Spectrometer (Grand Raiden) provide 
precise measurement of the excitation energy (Ex=Ep-Ep’, &Ex=~20keV).

   We will implement a new !-ray detector.

 ■Theoretical Calculations  Fig.1
  A) E">100MeV: Ankowski et al., PRL108(‘12)052505
  B) E"<100MeV: Kolbe et al., PRD66(‘02)013077

B)E"<100MeV:
    Elastic and Inelastic dominate.  

■Experiments
 A) E">100MeV: K2K, T2K, RCNP E148 16O(p,2p#).
 B) E"<100MeV:No experiments for 16O, Karmen for 12C(15.1MeV !) only. 

Overview

" "’
16O

15O* !
n

A)E">100MeV:
    Quasi-elastic (1N Knock-out) dominates.

Fig.1 Cross section of "-16O interaction

E398 experiment will measure this by 16O,12C(p,p’!).
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"-16O NCQE 
 "-16O NCQE !

A)

"-16O Elastic(Coherent)
　  "-16O Inelastic

%16O(","’)16O*→15N*→!
○16O(","’)16O*→15O*→!

B)" "’
16O

16O* !

! We presented the goal and the status of RCNP E398 experiment.
! We will measure the !-ray emission probability for each excitation energy of 

16O and 12C, using the RCNP Grand-Raiden Spectrometer and a !-ray detector. 
! If we can measure the !-ray emission probability for Isospin T=0 and T=1   

(2-,1-,1+) states separately by changing scattering angles, we should be able 
to apply these measurements to the estimation of !-ray emission probability 
for low-energy neutrino interactions with those nuclei as well as that for 
secondary hadronic interactions.

! Data taking will start next year.
ground state

"
16O

"’

!
16O* 16O

n
16O*

!n’

Primary) Secondary)

GEANT4: ! leakage probability

" "’

爆発で放出される 
νフラックス

巨大共鳴から放出 
されるγ線の放出率× ×NC反応による励起断面積

ココを知りたい!
Decay-At-Rest νビーム実験で 
いつか測定できる(?) 測定可能



2.    E398 experiment: 16O,12C(p,p’γ) 実験概要

✴ 陽子ビーム: 392MeV, 0.5~1.5nA 

✴ 標的: natC (36.3 mg/cm2)  

           C6H10O5(Cellulose, 28.2mg/cm2) 
✴ Magnetic Spectrometer “Grand Raiden” 

• θscat = 0° (covers 0° ~ 3°) 
• Solid Angle = 5.6 msr 
• ΔEx ~ 100 keV  
 
 

✴ γ線検出器：NaI(Tl) ×25   Array 
• Solid Angle × Detection Efficiency  

                              ~ 2% @6MeV (GEANT4) 
• NaI: 5×5×15 cm, ΔE/E~5%@1.33MeV 
• 前面 : Plastic Scintillator Veto (3mm厚)

励起エネルギー(Ex)の測定

p

p’
at RCNP (Osaka Univ.), 2014年5月19日~28日 焦点面検出器

the energy continuum in an exact way, without cutoff or
discretization of the excitation energies ⇤14⇥.

IV. THE SkE2 INTERACTION

The Hartree-Fock and RPA calculations were performed
with an extended Skyrme force. The parameter values used
to obtain the presented results are those of the SkE2 param-
etrization ⇤16–19⇥. This parameter set was designed to yield
a realistic description of nuclear structure properties in both
the particle-particle ⇧pairing properties� and in the particle-

hole channels and this over the whole mass table. This is
done by replacing part of the three-particle contribution to
the original Skyrme versions by a momentum dependent
two-particle term. The extra free parameter thus obtained
is used to guarantee correct two-body characteristics in
nuclei containing few valence nucleons outside of the closed
shells. Furthermore, the SkE2 parameter set allows a good
reproduction of the experimental single-particle energies
⇤16–19⇥.
In coordinate space, the antisymmetrized residual interac-

tion takes the form

V⇧rW1 ,rW2�⇥t0⇧1⇤x0P̂↵�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅
1
8 t1⇤⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�
2⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇤⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�

2⇥⇤
1
4 t2⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�

�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�⇤
e2

�rW1⌅rW2�
⇤iW0⇧↵W 1⇤↵W 2�⇧�Q 1⌅�Q 2��⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�⇤

1
6 t3⇧1⌅x3�⇧1⇤ P̂↵�

� ⇤ rW1⇤rW2
2 ⇥ ⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⇤x3t3⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⌅

1
24 t4 �⇤⇧�

Q 1⌅�Q 2�
2⇤⇧�Q 2⌅�Q 3�

2⇤⇧�Q 3⌅�Q 1�
2⇥

�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⇤⌅⇧rW1⌅rW2�⌅⇧rW1⌅rW3�⇤⇧�W 1⌅�W 2�
2⇤⇧�W 2⌅�W 3�

2⇤⇧�W 3⌅�W 1�
2⇥⌥, ⇧18�

with P↵ the spin exchange operator. Table I illustrates the
parameter values for the SkE2 set. As the same interaction
with the same parameter values is adopted for the calculation
of the unperturbed as well as the RPA wave functions, the
formalism is self-consistent with respect to the residual in-
teraction used.

V. APPLICATIONS TO 16O AND 12C

A. The nucleus 16O

As one of the major products of the thermonuclear burn-
ing processes in massive stars, 16O plays an important role in
supernova nucleosynthesis ⇤1,23⇥. Moreover, having closed
proton and neutron shells, the lack of major nuclear structure

difficulties, makes it a good test for the reliability of the
formalism. Therefore, the study of neutrino-nucleus interac-
tions with the CRPA formalism was started with cross-
section calculations for the neutral-current reaction

16O⇤⌦� 16O*⇤⌦8. ⇧19�

In all of the following results, calculations were per-
formed with an incoming neutrino energy ⌃ i⇥50 MeV.
Multipoles up to J⇥4 were taken into account. Contribu-
tions of higher-order multipole excitations were found to be
negligibly small. The differential neutrino scattering cross
sections are of the order of 10⌅42 cm2 per MeV. In Fig. 1,
we show the total cross section and some important multi-

FIG. 1. Cross section for the reaction 16O
⇤⌦50 MeV� 16O*⇤⌦8 ⇧full line� and its domi-
nant multipole contributions. J�⇥1⌅ ⇧dashed
line�, J�⇥1⇤ ⇧small dashes below�, J�⇥2⌅

⇧dotted line�, and J�⇥0⌅ ⇧dashed-dotted�. The
total cross section includes multipoles up to J
⇥4.
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RCNP E398 experiment 16O,12C(p,p') to measure γ-ray emission probability
from the giant resonances in relation to the γ-ray emission in 16O,12C(ν,ν’)

T.Yano, T.Mori, R.Yamaguchi, M.Sakuda (Okayama), A.Tamii, N.Aoi, M.Yosoi, E. Ideguchi, T.Suzuki,
 T. Hashimoto, K. Miki, T. Ito, T. Yamamoto (RCNP, Osaka), H. Akimune (Konan)

��
����	�� (これまでの物理学会での発表)

!5x5x15cmのNaI(Tl)を25本使い、5x5 NaI(Tl)のアレイ(25x25x15cm)
を組み, 中の3x3 アレイを有効部分、外側の16 個はVetoとして使用. 
後方にもVetoとしてCsIを置く.

γ

15cm

Side Veto

3x3 Active
Counters

25cm

Target point

CsI Veto

20cm

7

γ-ray detector

 

RCNP (Research Center for Nuclear Physics) in Osaka, Japan
Hadron beam and Grand Raiden

3. Calibration
! The γ-rays from the known states will be used to monitor the gain and 

detection efficiency of the γ-ray detector during the experimental period. 

γ 6MeV

                     

4% 13%

14%

3x3 array

9%

2. Setup

NuInt12:Eighth International Workshop on Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions in the Few-GeV Region, Oct. 22-27,Rio De Janeiro Brazi

Iwa Ou (Okayama, Japan) for E398 Collaboration


����������	�������

!以前の実験で使用した散乱槽を改造
!線検出器：散乱点からの距離~20cm

!エネルギー較正
! 低エネルギー側：線源を用いる
! 高エネルギー側：16Oや12Cの既知の励起レベルから放出されるγ線を利用.

16O*→2+(6.9MeV)、 12C* →2+(4.4MeV)  & 1+(15.1MeV)

外層(Φ=80cm)

内層(Φ=6.5cm)

C
sI

30°

20
cm

p Beam

7

N
aIPM

T

ターゲット:C6H10O5(セルロース),12C

Φ=80cm

target holder (vacuum)
Φ=6.5cm

Summary

16O*→2+[6.9MeV, γ:100%], 
12C* →2+[4.4MeV, γ:100%]  & 1+[15.1MeV, γ:76%]

Scattering chamber

" Jp=2-(T=1), 1-(T=1), 0-(T=1) : Spin-Dipole Resonances  ΔL=1, ΔS=1 and ΔT=1
" Jp=1+(T=1) : Gamov-Teller Resonance  ΔL=0, ΔS=1 and ΔT=1

ν-16O :Calculated cross section(σ) is given by Jachowicz et al.  Fig.2

" Contribution of JP =2-(T=1) and 1-(T=1) are large, 0-(T=1) and 1+(T=1) are small. 

E398 experiment

shown in Fig. 2. The bending angles of scattered protons of
the central ray are 180° and 145° for positive and negative
polarities of the DSR, respectively. Then, the spin precession
angles of 392-MeV protons in Grand Raiden are ! (!)

"458° and ! (#)"369°. The four independent measure-
ments at finite angles were achieved by measuring the pS!"
with both beam polarization axes for each DSR polarity. In
the 0° measurement, the DSR was also used as a steering
magnet with a bending angle of 1° –2° in order to correctly
guide the proton beam into the beam dump. In this case, the
spin precession angle in the spectrometer is !"412° deter-
mined by the normal bending angle of 162° of Grand
Raiden.
The reliability of our measurements was checked by mea-

suring PT observables of proton-proton elastic scattering. We
simultaneously measured protons scattered from hydrogen
and oxygen in the ice target at # lab"6° –12° since the pro-
tons are still within the momentum acceptance of Grand
Raiden. The measured PT observables for proton-proton
elastic scattering agreed well with the result of the SAID cal-
culation.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

Microscopic distorted-wave impulse-approximation
$DWIA% calculations for (p ,p") reactions were performed

using the computer codes DWBA98 and DWBB98 &39'. The
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction derived by Franey and
Love $FL% &40' at 425 MeV was used in the calculations. The
global Dirac optical-model potential was used in the Schrö-
dinger equivalent form &41'. This potential gives a good de-
scription for existing experimental data of elastic scattering
on 16O at 400 MeV &42'. The one-body transition density
from the shell model calculation &23' was used in the present
work. This shell model calculation was performed within the
(0!2)() and (1!3)() configuration spaces for positive
and negative parity states, respectively, with an interaction
based on the Warburton-Brown potential &43' and CD Bonn
potential &44'. The single-particle radial wave functions were
obtained for a harmonic-oscillator potential with a size pa-
rameter of *"0.588 fm#1. The calculated observables were
averaged over the acceptance of Grand Raiden (!#x
!+20 mrad, !#y!+35 mrad) weighted by the calculated
cross sections for comparison with the experimental data.
The spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"1)' and non-

spin-flip cross section &d,/d-(.S"0)' can be defined by

d,

d-
$.S"1 %"

3#$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #/0" d,

d- # ,
$5a%

d,

d-
$.S"0 %"

1!$DSS!DNN!DLL%

4 " d,

d- #
/$1#0%" d,

d- # , $5b%

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional scatter plots of cross sections
&d,/d- , (1#0)d,/d-] at 0° $a% and 4° $b% calculated for 1#

shell model states. The open squares and solid circles indicate cross
sections (d,/d-) and non-spin-flip cross sections &(1
#0)d,/d-' , respectively. The solid lines $shown to guide the eye%
indicate proportional relations between B(E1) and (1#0)d,/d- .

FIG. 4. Double differential cross sections for the 16O(p ,p")
reaction at Ep"392 MeV and 0°. $a% 16O(p ,p") spectrum
d2,/d-dE . $b% Spin-flip component 0d2,/d-dE is compared
with d2,/d-dE . $c% Non-spin-flip component (1#0)d2,/d-dE
is compared with d2,/d-dE .
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where d!/d" is a differential cross section. PT observables
in Eq. #5$ are defined in the projectile helicity frame. It is
known that the % value in Eq. #5$ is unity for spin-flip tran-
sitions and zero for non-spin-flip transitions at forward scat-
tering angles where the spin-orbit interaction is negligible
&24,26'. This rule is well established for unnatural isovector
transitions. For natural parity transitions, it is valid within
5% accuracy for ()5°.
To verify the applicability of this rule, d!/d" and (1

!%)d!/d" were calculated by DWIA for isovector 1!

states generated in the shell model space and were compared
with the calculated B(E1) values, which are good measures
for non-spin-flip transition strengths. The IVGDR is strongly
excited by the Coulomb interaction at 0°. The d!/d" in
Coulomb excitation decreases with increasing excitation en-
ergy since the virtual photon flux during the collision be-
comes rapidly small as a function of energy. Therefore, all
the calculations were performed at an excitation energy of
Ex"15 MeV in order to fix the kinematic conditions.
The results are shown in the scatter plots of Fig. 3. The

non-spin-flip strengths are dominant compared to the spin-
flip strengths at 0° due to the Coulomb excitation of the
IVGDR. Therefore, the strong linear correlation in the scatter
plots at ("0° &shown in Fig. 3#a$' is interpreted as an indi-
cation that the cross sections observed at 0° are nearly pro-
portional to the E1 transition strengths. The non-spin-flip
cross sections are quenched at backward angles due to the
destructive interference effect between the Coulomb (Vc)
and isovector (V*) interactions. Non-spin-flip cross sections
have values much smaller than the cross sections at ("4° as

shown in Fig. 3#b$. However, the correlation between non-
spin-flip cross sections and B(E1)’s is still linear. Thus, we
conclude that the transition strengths are reasonably sepa-
rated into the spin-flip and non-spin-flip components by us-
ing % even at 4°.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The double differential cross sections at ( lab"0°, 4°, and
8° for the 16O(p ,p!) reaction at Ep"392 MeV are shown
in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, respectively. At 8°, the 16O(p ,p!) spec-
tra are obscured in the energy region of Ex"6–11 MeV due
to the large background originating from hydrogen in the ice
target. Therefore, the spectra in Fig. 6 are only shown for the
energy region of Ex"11.2–29 MeV.
All low-lying discrete peaks observed between 6.05 MeV

and 13.09 MeV have been identified as those of known tran-
sitions &45'. Table I lists the 0° cross sections in the center of
mass system for these known discrete states. In the measure-
ment where the central ray is set at 0°, the average angle of
acceptance of the spectrometer is 1.2°. The cross sections
were obtained by fitting the 16O(p ,p!) spectrum at 0°. In the
fitting procedure, Lorentzian functions with central energies
and widths taken from Ref. &45' were used. The Lorentzian
functions were folded by using a peak shape taken from the
narrow states at Ex"6.92 and 7.12 MeV. Although broad
resonance states at Ex"9.59, 11.26, and 11.60 MeV were
taken into account to improve the fit, cross sections of the
transitions to these states are not shown in Table I because of
the large uncertainties in the fit. Since the peaks of the broad
states are relatively small, the inclusion of the broad states
into the fit gives no significant influence in estimating

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 4°. The
bumps at Ex"19.0, 20.4, 20.9, 22.1, and 24.0 MeV are identified to
be due to +L"1 transitions. Note that the bump at 23.0 MeV seen
in Fig. 4 is missing.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, but at a laboratory angle of 8°. The
spectra below Ex"14.4 MeV are scaled down by a factor of 0.5.
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Fig.3 Cross Section of 16O(p,p’) at Ep=295MeV
         Kawabata et al., PRC65(‘02)064316
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1. Experimental Goal

Relation of 16O(ν,ν’) and 16O(p,p’)

Proton Beam : 295MeV, 10nA
Energy Resolution : 20keV
Solid Angle : 5.6msr
Target : C6H10O5, 12C
Target thickness : 30mg/cm2

4. Analysis

! Estimation of γ-ray event

The γ-ray emission probability can be measured with statistic error of 1%.

! γ-rays emission probability is determined :

16O

6.049 , 0+
6.130 , 3-
7.117 , 1+
8.872 , 2-
9.585 , 1-

10.356 , 4-
10.957,  4-
11.097 , 4+
11.520 , 2+
12.049,  0+
12.440,  1-

13.090 , 2-13.129 , 3-

12.796 , 0-
12.996 , 2-

17.090 , 1-

18.800 , 1+
19.000 , 1+
19.470 , 1-
20.400 , 2-

22.000 , 1-

24.000 , 1-
25.000 , 1-

T=0 T=1

Sn:15.66

Sp:12.127

14.815 , 6+
15.196 , 2-
16.200,  2-

17.775 , 2-

5

10MeV

15

20

25

!

15N+p

5.270 , 5/2+
5.298 , 1/2+
6.323 , 3/2-
7.155 , 5/2+
7.300 , 3/2+
7.567 , 7/2+
8.312 , 1/2+
8.572 , 3/2+
9.049 , 1/2+15N*

15O+n

5.183 , 1/2+
5.249 , 5/2+
6.176 , 3/2-
6.793 , 3/2+
6.859 , 5/2+
7.275 , 5/2+

15O*
!

9.152 , 3/2-
9.155 , 5/2+

Sp=7.296MeV

9.222 , 1/2-
9.760 , 5/2-
9.829 , 7/2-
9.925 , 3/2-

SP=10.02MeV

0+,T=0

1/2-

1/2-

16O

γ-rays from excited states of 16O 

ν-16O : T=1 only
p-16O : T=1 and T=0 

εγ：NaI detection efficiency considering solid angle

!  3 days of data taking → 12K~18K event in 1 MeV bin (Ex=16~30MeV) 

" SDR (2-, 1-) dominate σ of 16O(p,p’) at scattering angle θL=4°.
" T=0 states and Giant Dipole Resonance (1-,T=1) dominate at θL=0°.

 p-16O :Experimental σ is given by Kawabata et al.  Fig.3 

→16O(ν,ν’γ)
→16O(n,n’γ)

Introduction

p beam

Fig.2 Cross Section of 16O(ν,ν’) at Eν=50MeV
          Jachowicz et al.,PRC59(‘99)

1-2-

1+
0-

The significant fraction of NC ν-16O and ν-12C reactions contain observable γ-rays.
γ-rays are also produced in secondary n-16O and n-12C interactions. 

! Applicable to Supernova neutrinos and  neutrino experiments at Eν<100MeV.
! These γ-rays can be background also.

T : Isospin

Target point

Pr[Ex(16~30MeV, 1MeV bin)→γ] =
[Number of γ event] 1

εγ[Number of excitation] 

! A 5x5 NaI array (25x25x15cm) will be installed 20cm away from the target.
   ●Inner 3x3 array → Active counters    
   ●Outer 16 NaI counters & downstream CsI counters →Compton suppressions 

! We will measure the γ-ray emission probability from giant resonances 
(Ex=16~30MeV) of 16O & 12C, as the functions of excitation energy (Ex).

! RCNP proton beam and Magnetic Spectrometer (Grand Raiden) provide 
precise measurement of the excitation energy (Ex=Ep-Ep’, ΔEx=~20keV).

   We will implement a new γ-ray detector.

 ■Theoretical Calculations  Fig.1
  A) Eν>100MeV: Ankowski et al., PRL108(‘12)052505
  B) Eν<100MeV: Kolbe et al., PRD66(‘02)013077

B)Eν<100MeV:
    Elastic and Inelastic dominate.  

■Experiments
 A) Eν>100MeV: K2K, T2K, RCNP E148 16O(p,2pγ).
 B) Eν<100MeV:No experiments for 16O, Karmen for 12C(15.1MeV γ) only. 

Overview

ν ν’
16O

15O* γ
n

A)Eν>100MeV:
    Quasi-elastic (1N Knock-out) dominates.

Fig.1 Cross section of ν-16O interaction

E398 experiment will measure this by 16O,12C(p,p’γ).
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A)

ν-16O Elastic(Coherent)
　  ν-16O Inelastic

●16O(ν,ν’)16O*→15N*→γ
○16O(ν,ν’)16O*→15O*→γ

B)ν ν’
16O

16O* γ

! We presented the goal and the status of RCNP E398 experiment.
! We will measure the γ-ray emission probability for each excitation energy of 

16O and 12C, using the RCNP Grand-Raiden Spectrometer and a γ-ray detector. 
! If we can measure the γ-ray emission probability for Isospin T=0 and T=1   

(2-,1-,1+) states separately by changing scattering angles, we should be able 
to apply these measurements to the estimation of γ-ray emission probability 
for low-energy neutrino interactions with those nuclei as well as that for 
secondary hadronic interactions.

! Data taking will start next year.
ground state

ν
16O

ν’

γ
16O* 16O

n
16O*

γn’

Primary) Secondary)

GEANT4: γ leakage probability

ν ν’

γ-detector  
 NaI Array

γ線のエネルギー(Eγ)の測定

10 cm

10

Magnetic Spectrometer

p p’



✴ Focal Plane Detecters  

• Plastic Scintillators (1cm thick) × 2  
✦ Usage: Trigger & PID 
✦ Stored Data: TOF  

                     Deposit energy  
✦ Trigger Mode : Coincidence of 2 PSs  

• Multi-wire Drift Chamber × 2  
✦ Usage: Track Reconstruction of p’ 
✦ Stored Data: Drift Time, Hit Wire  

 → Position(X,Y), 　Angle(θ,φ)  
     → Excitation Energy (Ex)  
          &  Scattered Angle (θscat)

For detail of Grand Raiden, 
 see  Ref. M. Fujiwara et al., Nucl. Instrum.  
         Methods Phys. Res. A 422, 484 (1999).

Primary Beam

P’ MWDC1
MWDC2
PS1 
PS2

Beam Dump

Faraday Cup

DAQ Trigger
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3.1  スペクトロメータ解析：焦点面検出器



3.1  スペクトロメータ解析：Particle Identification
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プラスチックシンチレータの 
・ADC→エネルギー損失 
・TDC→Time Of Flight 
情報から陽子による事象のみを抽出

12C(p,d)反応の 
重陽子(E=230MeV)

ADC TDC

Energy Deposit [ch]

bunch幅 = 60ns



3.2  スペクトロメータ解析：トラック再構成
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4面それぞれで、反応点を求め、 
トラック (焦点面での座標、入射角) を計算

1. 荷電粒子がチェンバー内を通過すると、 
アルゴンガスを電離 

2. -6kVの一様電場中をドリフトし、 
Anodeでその時間情報が読み出される。 

3. ドリフト時間からドリフト距離へ変換し 
高精度 (Δx=0.3mm) の位置情報を取得

ドリフト時間

ドリフト距離

条件： 
・隣接した2本以上のワイヤーがHit 
・各面にはクラスターが一つのみ Tracking efficiency ~ 0.93 (4面合計)



3.3  スペクトロメータ解析：散乱角較正
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12mm

Sieve slit

スペクトロメータの入り口に穴の空いたプレートを置き、 
焦点面でのトラック情報との対応から散乱角を較正した

*幾何学的に散乱角が決まる

角度分解能 Δθ/θ ~ 0.7° (FWHM)

較正前のトラック情報 入射角(横) vs 位置(縦)

較正後の散乱角度 散乱角(横) vs 散乱角(縦)



3.4 (1) “Grand Raiden”で取得した励起スペクトル

12C

Ex [MeV]
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FWHM~100keV 
@15.1MeV,1+

各ピークのエネルギー値は文献値と一致
15 Ref. Table of Isotopes, 8th ed.
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Ex [MeV]

焦点面での位置情報から散乱陽子の運動量を計算し、 
原子核に与えられた励起エネルギーを計算: Ex = Ep-Ep’



3. (2) 12C,16O (p,p’) 反応断面積

16

微分反応断面積 =
カウント数

標的内の原子核数 × 入射陽子数×立体角

系統誤差
誤差
値

見積もり方法

立体角 Ω 4% Sieve slit data

検出効率 1% エネルギー依存性
電荷量 
標的厚み等 

5%
ビーム輸送効率 
RUNごとの変動

B.G. 1% difference ofθ<0 & 0<θ

Total 7% —-

系統誤差は合計で7% 
主に立体角とビーム輸送によるもの

正確には…



3. (2) 12C,16O (p,p’) 反応断面積
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12C 12C

Excitation Energy [MeV] 

d2 σ
/d
Ω

dE
 [m

b/
sr

/2
0k

eV
] 

16O

15.1MeV,1+

natC target : 6.0×1014 POT 
C6H10O5 target : 2.3×1014 POT のデータを用いた結果｝

非常に強度が強い 
ガンマ線の放出率=88% 

→NaIの較正



3. (2) 12C(p,p’) 反応断面積の角度分布
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Scattering angle (C.M.) [degree]
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　0°付近の反応では、運動量移行が小さく 
　原子核表面での反応が主となる。 
　→核力よりもクーロン力による励起が支配的 

各励起順位はその量子数、 
(スピンパリティJπ、アイソスピンT) 
に応じた角度分布を持つ。
→理論計算(DWIA)と比較可能
Ref. A. Tamii, Doctoral thesis, Kyoto Univ.

12.7 MeV 
1+,T=0

15.1 MeV 
1+,T=1

・Ref. A. Tamii

γ線吸収断面積と比較

Pr
elim
ina
ry



4. (1) γ線検出器解析：エネルギー較正 & Gain変動補正
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• 12CのJP=1+,15.1MeVの励起状態は88%±3%の確率で15.1MeVのγ線を放出する。 
→各NaIのエネルギー較正・検出効率の較正を行う。
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実験終盤←実験初期

Gainの変動 補正後、全データを合算

ADC [ch]

C
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s [

/5
0k

eV
]

• 標的で散乱した400MeVの陽子による 
影響でPMTのGainが低下 

• ピーク付近を非対称ガウシアンでFitし 
各NaIのGainの変動を追跡

1.5nA 1.0nA     0.5nA (Intensity)

[c
h]

Energy [keV]

Gain



4. (2) γ線検出器解析：MCシミュレーションとの比較
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• NaI検出器をGeant4で構築し、 
γ線への応答をデータと比較した。  
*MCの規格化 : 励起の数×γ線の放出率 

• コンプトン部を含め良く再現できている。 
Data/MC=0.92 

Energy (NaI10本) (keV)

12C, Ex=15.1MeV, 88% 
—Data —MC 

Data/MC=0.927

16O, Ex=6.9MeV, 100% 
—Data —MC  

Data/MC=0.920

散乱層

NaI (Tl)

鉛ブロック

C
ou

nt
s [

/5
0k

eV
]
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/5
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eV
]

(差はDead Time ~ 5%由来)



5. (1) 巨大共鳴状態から放出されるγ線:エネルギースペクトル
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・励起エネルギー 高  →  検出されるγ線のエネルギー値 高 
・核子崩壊後の娘核からγ線が放出されている。

12C 16O

*15N(5.27MeV, 5/2+)

*11B(2.12 MeV, 1/2-)

Ref. I. Ou et. al, JPSJ Conf. Proc.

黒 : Coincidence    赤 : Accidental Coincidence
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　巨大共鳴状態は核子を放出して崩壊→娘核の励起状態へと遷移した場合γ線を放出 
(*統計崩壊モデルに基づく理論計算が可能)

巨大共鳴状態の量子数と励起エネルギーが重要
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→核子崩壊後にγ線を出すという予想は定性的に正しそう 
(Ref. Langanke et. al.)

5. (2) 巨大共鳴状態から放出されるγ線 : 放出率

放出率 ( * γ線の検出効率は未考慮)

• [γ線のカウント数] / [励起の数] 
• 統計誤差のみ考慮 
• エネルギー閾値 

—16O : Eγ > 3.0MeV  
—12C : Eγ  >1.5MeV 

• 励起エネルギー ↑   
　　　　⇨ γ線の放出率  ↑

Ref. I. Ou et. al, JPSJ Conf. Proc.
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5. (2) 巨大共鳴状態から放出されるγ線 : 放出率

放出率の定量的な算出例
• 12C、Ex=18~20.4MeV : γ線 2.12MeVのみ 
• MCで2.12MeVのスペクトルを作成 
励起数で規格化した後にデータと比較 
→ 放出率 = 10±1(stat.)±1(sys.) % 

• 励起エネルギーを上げ、 
候補となるγ線のスペクトルをMCで作
成し実験データをFitし放出率を算出

12C, Ex=18.0-20.4MeV 
—Data —MC×0.92×0.10 

Data/MC=1.00

γ-Energy (NaI10本) (keV)
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]

放出率を理論計算と比較 E398 Data(Eγ=1.5~2.5MeV) 

統計崩壊モデル計算で予想される放出率

放
出
率

 [%
]

励起エネルギー (MeV)

*Jπ=1-,T=1の例: 最終的には他の状態の考慮も必要

放出率

Excitation Energy [MeV]

スペクトロメータでGate

放出されるγ線スペクトル励起スペクトル
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6. まとめ
• 12C,16OとのNC反応(非弾性散乱)を用いてµ&τ型の超新星ニュートリノが検出できる。 
•  NC事象は巨大共鳴状態へ励起された原子核から放出されるγ線で同定される。 

 しかし、実際に放出率を測定した定量的なデータがなかった。 
実験目的 : γ線の放出率を励起エネルギー1MeVごとに10%以内の誤差で求める。 

•  E398実験    12C,16O(p,p’γ)実験：データ解析 
• Grand Raiden :　反応断面積, 角度分布 (今後理論計算と比較)を得た。 
• NaI γ線検出器:　 エネルギー較正＆MCとの比較 (Ref.  須藤Poster)  
• 巨大共鳴状態からのγ線解析 : 
→理論計算の予想通り、核子崩壊後にγ線を放出することが確認された。 

• 12C, Ex=18-20.5 MeVの状態は、2.12MeVのγ線を10%±2%の確率で放出

25

これから
• さらに高いエネルギー領域へと拡張し、Ex=1~2MeVごとに放出率を求める。 
• 統計崩壊モデルと比較する。 
• 散乱角依存性を調べる(θGR=0 ~ 2.5°, ΔθGR~0.5°)。


